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Abstract

We show that the algebraic structure encountered first in conformai QFT2 corresponds

to the multiciplicity-free parastatistics description of H. Green of 1953. We give arguments in

favour of the dictum that QFT, in contradistinction to Quantum Mechanics, does not have to

rely on "quantization" but rather allows for a formulation and classification in terms of intrinsic

quantum principles. We interpret the Karowski-Weisz-Smirnov form-factor program in this

light and comment on some properties of "anyons" and plektons" which may be relevant for

condensed matter physics (the enigma of "Non-Fermi-Liquid-States")
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1. Old physics from a new point of view.

Imagine, just for the sake of an argument, that Heisenberg had not introduced the idea

of internal symmmetry (iso-spin) into strong-interaction physics. Could one understand the

physics of the idealized world of strong interactions (with no electromagnetism) without the

well-known tensor-calculus of the Wigner symmetry (in our case internal SU(2)) ? The answer

is an unequivocal yes !

The detailed understanding of this statement gives an amazingly deep insight into

concepts such as : charge sectors, statistics and internal symmetry. I will explain this in two

steps :

1.) The rewriting of the standard tensor-calculus in terms of H. Green's para-statistics

fields [G].

2.) The systematic derivation of statistics and symmetry from the more fundamental

causality-and stability-principles of QFT.

The first step will be dealt with in this section. I start from the standard description of say

G=SU(2) internal symmetry in terms of a two component (Lorentz-Spinor indices surpressed)

Dirac spinor.

\\rfa), i= 1,2

With the notation \|/i* for either w or Vi+, what we call field algebra J is the algebra

generated by yf which "lives" in a Hilbert-space

H = (polyn.(\|ii#) I O > T

The observable algebra A is by definition the G=SU(2) invariant part of ^consisting of

fixed points under G of 7 :

z
It has a simple bilocal generator : I Vi+(x) Vi(y), Vx,y. The prime denotes the commutant of

i=l
the group algebra representation and we used the fact that for an irreducible theory ^equals to



the algebra of all operators in H. This fix-point formula leads to an adapted Hilbert-space
decomposition :

H = 2 H s y m ® H inv"
GE irr Rep.(G)

where the Ho
sym< denotes (2j + 1) dimensional factor-spaces for j = 0, r, 1 The symmetry

U(g) only acts on the first factor whereas Sl "sees" only the second factor, i.e. the irreducible

representation sectors of # are in a one-to-one relationship with the equivalence classes G of

irreducible representations of the compact Lie group G. The following statement is a bit

surprising.

Statement [DrHR]. There exists a physically equivalent field-theroretic description
(called para-statistics description) "without multiplicities" i.e. in

H P = Z H 0 C H
A

oeG

The proof consists in the explicit construction of such a para-statistics field which lives in Hp.

This can be achieved in two steps.

a) Vi - ^ * Vi, [ v i #(x)i, >i?2 #(y) ]=°« <x-y

such Klein-transformations which change relative anticommutators into commutators can be
easily found in term of the component charges of the theory (e.g. exp. i n Qi).

b) Define V=-r- (Vl + » V2 )•

This Green para-statistics field which is made up from the two components has the following

four remarkable properties :

(i) With {polyn. (v ) I 0 >} ~ = Hp C H these are only SU(2)-multiplicity-one states

in Hp and they are eigenstates of h (this would change with a change of the definition of v)

with the eigenvalues of 2h being :

Ifor2j = odd

0 for 2j = even.



The projector on the factor-space is -i one-dimensional subprojcctor Pj of the (2j + 1) dim.

central projector Psym<

A < Psym-

(ii) Define the reduced field :

Ve # = Pjr V
 # Pj8 . e - (Js, §, Jr) = (s(c), c(e), r(e»

s, r, c = source, range, charge or center of e

e is called the charge-induction-reduction-edge on the fusion graph

1 2 3 4
A « : • • • • •

In our SU(2) example the edges are undirected. The original multiplicity numbers 2j + 1

j = 0, y— n o w obtain an intrinsic meaning for the fusion graph : they can be obtained by
considering A« as the limit lim A4 and by studying the Perron-Frobenus vector on the then

q—>oo

finite fusion graph (the numbers are the limits of the entries of that vector, of the so-called Haar
measure of the fusion graph). The fusion graph, even if one completes it with all the composite
fusion rules (hypergroup), generically contains less information than G or its Tanaka-Krein
dual G. This can be seen by looking at a standard example of two order 8 groups which are
different but have identical character tables (fusion rules). Only the R-matrices (parallel-
transport of Ocneanu [O]) would distinguish the two groups.

(iii) The S» statistics in multi-field states of Green parastatistic fields is best described in

terms of products of reduced fields

+ (xi ...xn) IO > where \f̂  + (xi ...xn) • Ven
 + (xn)... Ve1 *" (xi)

= er e2 ... en g Path KN on fusion graph.
vac,r(ç)



These paths are in a one-to-one correspondence with admissably numbered n-boxed
Young Tableaux (in our case of maximal depths two) which correspond to basis vectors of
unitary Sn representations. AU basis-vectors belonging to the same Young frame form one
irreducible Sn representation. The endpoint r(S) on the graph is in a one-to-one corespondence
to the charge number j and has a unique relation to the reduced Young tableaux in which all

filled columns of depth two are omitted e.g. Ida IZl

(iv) The \|/e fulfill the exchange algebra relations :

(X2) Ve1
 + (Xi) - I Re,.e,,e,.e, Vc', + (xi) Ve1+(X2). (x-y)2<0

(with similar relations for the conjugate operators, at least in the selfconjugate case).

Here R is a matrix which lives on pairs of paths of length two with the same start and

end (pairs of path with the same source and range are sometimes called "closed strings").

R it
ere2»e2-ei

s (S) = S(SO

C(SO= r(e 2 ' )

In these crossing pictures the lower and upper "plaquette values" arc the matrix indices. The

R's turn out to be 6j symbols in which two j's have the value j -

Only the proof of statement (iv) requires some thinking. One starts from (the operator

version of) the Wigner-Eckart theorem :
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sym
P
Jr

f Pl j
sym
js,mS1 1 1 1S

where the reduced operator multiplying the numerical Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is expected to
agree with the reduced parastatistics field X|/e. By converting the left hand side with the Klein
operation and with the help of scalar multiplication using the appropriate Ï2-eigenstates into the
desired form one finds y e = Pjr V Pj5 = (jrllV'Us) (the scalar products yield matrix-elements

which are independent from the j-values).

This exchange-algebra formalism for reduced para-statistics fields can be immediately
generalized to S(N) or any subgroup thereof (any compact Lie-group whether continuous or
finite discrete is a subgroup of some SU(N)). The basic graph generally is a directed fusion
graph e.g. for SU(3)

In the case of a finite group (viz. the isocaeder subgroup of SU(2)) the graph is finite

and has a selfreturning loop (such graphs are sometimes called affine) which is important to

obtain a vacuum normalized integer-valued Haar measure. Such smaller graphs are most

efficiently thought of as resulting from identifications of SU(N) sectors (via the "Brower

elements" which the commutants of tensor products contain in addition to the See generators).

The representation theory of the permutation group S0* is universal and is given in terms of the

statistics parameter d = N (there is only one Markov-trace on S» for a given d) but its

representative in terms of paths on fusion graphs is model (sector-)dependent.

The relevant formula reads :

The sum on R extends over all n-paths which starts at the vacuum and end at r(Ç).



I cannot go into all the arguments as to why the exchange field description with the "lost
multiplicities" is physically completely viable and in fact physically equivalent (and
mathematically quasiequivalent) to the original description. Let it be sufficient to mention that
the scattering cross-sections are identical in the two descriptions. In the standard description the
(2j + I)2 factors originates from traces of invariant products of symmetry matrices, whereas the
deduction of LSZ scattering theory for reduced Green fields \jre shows that the formula for the
inner product of momentum space in-states suffers a modification by the Markov trace on S00

(as a result of the different form of the x-space commutation relations). The difference is mainly
conceptual. The exchange fields live only in the full "quantum world" and cannot be viewed as
the "quantization" of something classical, but this is no argument against their use.

Related to this is the absence of Lagrangians or actions for the exchange fields. Let me
point out that outside renormalized perturbation theory i.e. outside of the exploration of
e-neighbourhoods of free fields where the path-integral approach was utterly successfull (as

successfull as the older Gell-Man-Low operator approach!), path integrals only constitute a

very feeble attempt to guess a non-perturbative state on a non-commuting algebra. I Know that

this is a heretic point of view* since the majority of theoreticians equate the meaning of QFT

with that of (euclidean) functional integrals. The problem of the apparent omnipotence of the

functional integral is very much tight up with the question whether in order to distinguish

concrete physical systems we have to rely on the classical parallelism called quantization. It

seems that in ordinary quantum theory (without Einstein causality) there is no way to avoid this

procedure. For a long time it was thought that QFT is just an extension of this quantization

formalism (canonical quantization, geometric quantization, path integrals, etc.). However

under the impact of the Doplicher Haag Roberts [DHR] superselection theory as well as ihe

later work on statistics and internal symmetry and last but not least the beginning of the

classification theory of conformai fields in two-dimensions or on the light cone, it became clear

that Einstein causality together with spectral (Dirac-) stability allow for a totally different

approach namely that of classification and (with additional assumptions) of erator

constructions. Whether you consider this as revolutionary or just a quantitative extension of

past ideas depends on your standpoint and your "physical upbringing". For somebody who

has been familiar with the concepts of algebraic QFT this insight is not really surprising** Fi >r

physicist however who have been at home with path-integrals, geometrical quantization.

* It is certainly not a heresy against theoretical physics but only against the present day majority opinion of

theoretical physicists.

** In a certain sense it is reminiscend of G. Chew's physical philosophy but on an entirely different conceptual

level.



analytic conformai field theories, topological field theories etc. this should appear as very

revolutionary and even somewhat discomforting. One look at the concepts on which e.g.

Moore and Seiberg [MS] founded their theory as opposed to e.g. the philosophy underlying the

work of Rehren and myselfO^ as well as the subsequent Fredenhagen Rehren Schroer [FRS]

work reveals, that even though many of the final formulae are identical (apart from matters of

notation) the underlying physical concepts are totally different. We would of course claim the

higher content of physical reality since for us conformai QFT2 is nothing more than a simple

analytic illustration (perhaps the simplest) of general statistics concepts, but this claim is besides

the point I would like to emphasize in this paper. The main use of such an interesting situation

should have been the generation of an enormous "quantum jump" in insight and deeper

understanding since theoretical physics thrives on apparent contradictions and paradoxical

situations. Even though our results have been around for almost two years, this unfortunately

did not happen (yet ?)* .

The derivation of exchange algebras at the beginning of this section was still unsatisfactory

since it was obtained from the standard tensorial formulation by transcription. In the next

section we will remedy this by showing how exchange algebras and the accompagnying

concepts can be derived from the causality principles. But first an important remark about the

von Neumann algebraic methods of QFT. The reader may consider the formalism of "nets"

with associated algebraic inclusions as opposed to individual point-like field operators as

unusual or even superfluous. However it is just this formalism which allow the utmost

concentration on the really physically intrinsic properties, an idea well-known already to the

"founding fathers" Haag and Kastler [HK]. He may want to recall that already in the more

standard point-like formulation the S-matrix was not property attached to an individual local

field but rather an invariant of an entire equivalence class of relatively causal fields (the

Borchers class). Algebraic QFT generalizes this information and works on the premise that all

of infinite degrees of freedom quantum physics will be contained in the interrelation of algebras

(in case of inclusion on the position of our algebra into a larger one). This premise already has

been delivered to a remarkable degree. It is almost unnecessary to add that algebraic QFT

incorporates the Jones inclusion theory. Whereas other approaches are only interested in the

braid group representation "cream" of the inclusion theory and its quantization, algebraic QFT

* In those few cases in which our work was mentioned in papers dealing with the analytic conformai theory, it

was for the wrong reasons. We never aimed at enlarging the collection of "nice formulae" but our intention was

to find the right physical concepts.



shares and nourishes the "cow" which gives this wonderful cream. Fields are analog to

individual coordinates in geometry and the "net-inclusion" approach is just the natural step to

introduce intrinsic methods. The algebra A(O) belonging to a simply connected region O in

Minkowski-space is according to our best knowledge the unique hyperfinite UIi von Neumann

factor. It is like a point 3n geometry : "if you have seen one, you have seen 'em all" [J] [BDF].

A charming aspect of the new approach is the proximity of the abstract and the concrete in a

way which never happened in theoretical physics before [S3].

2. The "postulates" and their consequences

One starts from a net of von Neumann algebras (it turns out that nothing can be gained

by taking the more general C* algebras) [DHR]

with J^KPi) C .3(02) for Oi C O2 ,(isotony). All algebras are living in one Hilbert-space Ho

i.e. .3(O) C B(Ho) and the regions are (without loosing physical generality) chosen as closed

double cones ("diamonds") in Minkowski-space : O C K :

which form a natural set closed under Poincaré-transformations and causal completion. The

algebras are interpreted as observable algebras with finite spatial extension and time duration.

Since K forms a directed net, one may introduce the total observable algebra as :

HIl
J l = U A ( O ) , O e K

Note that this "quasilocal" algebra is obtained by uniform closure and therefore a C* algebra

and not a von Neumann algebra (a von Neumann algebra would be too big and permit too few

"normal states").

As algebras of observables the net should enjoy the following physical properties*.

* Besides the original papers, the reader may want to consult reviews [MKR], [FGM].



(E.C.) Einstein Causality.

if Oi C 0'2

where the prime on the algebra means the commutant and the prime on a region the causal

complement (causally disjoint region) symbolically :

In physical notation : O for

CD Translational covariance

horn.

.(^) : x e T -> ccx ( W ) ) = -3(0+x)

CS.C..V.') Spectrum Condition. Vacuum property.

There exists a strongly continuous unitary representation Uo of T in B(Ho)

U0(X) A U0(-x) - (Xx (A), A e

with spec Uo e V+ =

and an invariant unique (up to a phase) vacuum vector £2.

Comment : it is well-known that the vacuum vector induces a vacuum state on the algebra by

CO(A) : = (Q, A Q), A e ^



which is faithful on the net. By the GNS reconstruction one obtains (TCO(A), HO, Q) with ZQ

being a faithful representation of JL As a result of faithfulness, this vacuum representation is

sometimes identified with the algebra A.

(H.D.) Haag Duality [HS]

The algebra of a non compact region as A(O') is naturally defined by covering the region with

double cones.

Comment : a slightly weaker version, the so-called "essential duality' can be derived for nets

which are generated by point-like fields (Bisognano-Wichmann [BW]). The strong versus

weak version is in an interesting and potentially fruitful way related to the issue of spontaneous

symmetry breaking (Roberts [Ro]) in algebraic QFT (where there is no place for deformable

Goldstone and Higgs condensates). In conformai QFT2, where one expects no spontaneous

symmetry breaking the strong version can be derived (Buchholz, Schulz-Mirbach [BS]). In

generic massive theories one only expects the weak version, often referred to as "local duality"

(since in higher dimensional theories with Lie-group internal symmetries the charge is still

locally conserved and only globally broken). In two-dimensional massive theories the issue is

in an interesting way related to the condensation of one of the Kramers-Wannier-Kadanoff

[KWK] order-disorder variables (see Koberle-Marino-Swieca vanishing gap theorem [KM]).

Note that we did not postulate L-invariance (which is not necessary for the statistics

analysis but only required for the spin-statistics and PTC theorem) in order to keep the

framework close to the one of condensed matter physics. I think that an adaptation of the

postulates (E.C.) and (H.D.) in that case is possible, however I personally prefer to use the full

relativistic formalism as a "midwife" for the derivation of the powerfull results (especially

concerning "plektons" i.e. objects carrying non abelian B00 statistics) which then, in a later

stage, can very often be recognized as consistent with non-relativistic physics of finite matter

density. However QFT does not completely legitimate a full-fledged configuration space wave

function approach (see later) as the one by Leinaas and Myrheim.

The main problem of classification is now.

Main Problem. (Borchers) Classify all positive energy representations Ji(A).

At first look this appears as an unreasonably general program. Indeed in this form it is too

general, but the reason is very specific : zero mass phenomena prevents "good" localization

and one needs much good localization in order to derive statistics and symmetry. In this

situation one relies on an additional assumption (also well-known to do "magics" in condensed

matter physics) the mass-gap assumption.

10



Assumption MGA (Mass Gap Assumption) : there exists a translation covariant "particle
representation" of the observable algebra Ti(A) with

spec Un e V***''/ ^no v a c u u m » n o m = 0 states).

From this one obtains the following very non-trivial properties.
Consequences : (the Buchholz-Fredenhagen localization theory[BF]).

(i) there exists a "sattelite" vacuum theory TCO and a conjugate MG representation H

(same mass-gap [FrI]).

(ii) J: (as well as Jc) have the localization property

Jt T .3(S1) » Tt0 P .2(S1)

Here S denotes an (arbitrary thin) space-like cone whose core is a semi-infinite string extending
to space-like infinity and the equivalence means unitary equivalence in the causal complement of
that cone.

Before the BF localization theory (which follows from the MGA) there existed a stronger
localization assumption postulated by Doplicher Haag and Roberts :

DHR localization : K f W ) » 7tn P SV&) for every O s K .

These authors wanted to capture the idea of short range interactions and they were perfectly

aware of the fact that their localization excludes physical charges with a Gauss theorem (i.e.

gauge charges). Gauge charges are however permitted in the BF localization theory as long as

they are not accompanied by physical zero mass objects, as in QED.

QED and genuine d=2 half-space solitons (kinks) are outside of both frameworks, however

conformai QFT2 surprisingly does fullfill the DHR localization (Buchholz-Mack-Todorov

[BMT]). In addition there is a class of "ordinary" (e.g. Sine-Gordon) solitons which fit into the

DHR framework.

These transportable localization properties are so valuable because they allow the realization of

the intuitive idea of composing sectors by first shifting one localization center far away from the

other with the help of charge transporters inside A (i.e. without "leaving" jci or 7C2 which one

wants to compose). For far separated centers the composition should behave "as a tensor

11



product". A mathematical formalism which efficiently incorporates this intuitive idea is the
conversion of representation n into endomorphisms of S\. A non-trivial application of Haag's
duality in the vacuum sector shows that each DHR sector 71 can be written as

7t = Jto. p

in terms of a localized endomorphism p (p(AB) = p(A) p(B)) with

p(A) = id(A) = A for A € A(O1)
i.e. loc p C O € K.

For the BF localization [Fr2] the endomorphism discussion is more complicated but the
resulting B« statistics formalism in d=2+l theories is all the same. Therefore we will restrict
our arguments to the DHR framework.

Localized endomorphisms can be naturally composed :

For space-like separated localization centers this composition is abelian, which immediately
translates into abelian fusion rules for equivalence-classes [p] of "superselection sectors".

A : = (Ip], p loc. and transportable DHR endomorphism)

where [p] = {p)/J

J = inner automorphism of A : au(A) = UAU+, U = charge transporter.

Non-abelian fusion rules (non-abelian "hypergroups") are mathematically possible and expected

to occur in the quantum field theory of d=l+l halfspace solitons but they play no role in the

classification of finite energy sectors with DHR or BF localization. Note that the localization

properties which are so important for the problematization of "charge" and (as we will see) of

"statistics" are known (in more intuitive terms) in condensed matter physics. However they are

apparently at odds with the world of functional integrals (lack of flexibility ?). Only at the price

of "exorcising" all physics (space-time localization, keeping only the distinction between left

12



and right) can the new kinematics presently be incorporated into infinite dimensional
integration.

Using (from (T) and (S.C)) the transportability of localized endomorphism for the purpose of
introducing space-like separated spectator-endomorphism, one can now introduce the "God-
given" or "natural" (if you are agnostic) statistics operator e(pi, p2) as a very special charge
transporter :

P 1 . p 2 (A) E(P11P2) = e(pj,p2) P 2 . P1(A)

For the explicit formula in terms of the translators to the spectators we refer to the original
papers. Although £ does not depend on the individual spectators p'i, it still depends on the
"spectator class"

loc P

V\ l o c P l versus l o c p

convention : e(pi,p2)

or using Artin's graphical notation :

e* (P2,pi)

\

\ versus

The distinction between S» and B» operators (one class or two classes) shows up in the (non)
triviality of the monodromy operator m(pi,p2) : = e(pi,p2) e(p2,pi). By using the explicit
spectator formula for E one finds the Artin relations (the arrows indicate how to read) :

13
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3 2 1

P3 (e(p rp2 ) ) e(ç>vç>3) P1(E(P2, P3)) = e (P2, P3)) e(p r P2).

Note that all the threads right to a transposition crossing act as endomorphism whereas those

on the left are used for embeddings and can be arbitrarily added without changing the formulas.

For the special case pi = p the groupoid goes over into B00 group. This can be put into evidence

by defining the Artin generators :

*-l (E(p,p))

(the natural embedding Bn C Bn+1 is done by left threads)

P P P P

X
i+l i i-1 l

embedding endomorphisms, acting endomorphism.

It is advantageous to introduce in addition to the unitary statistics operators isometric "inter

twining" operators T (the german word "Verkettungsoperatoren" has a stronger connotation).

or Te(p ip2 lp3)

The brackets with two entries denote intertwiner-spaces i.e. linear subspaces in A,

whereas a bracket with 3 entries denotes "charge composition-reduction edges" similar (but

now the fusion graphs are more general) to those of the previous section i.e.

Te e (p i P2l P3). = (P 1, P2, P3) for pi irreducible.

14



T = y-
p3

The special but very important intcrtwiners.

p • p Rp = Rp . id

are related to the existence of the (also irr.) conjugate sector and are determined up to a phase
factor [DHR] [FRS] [Rl] [Lo].

P • :vac

Closely related to the concept of conjugate endomorphism is the idea of a left-inverse <(> of p or

equivalently that of a conditional expectation E : = p . 0. The existence of <|> is always

guaranteed in QFT, but the uniqueness turns out to be equivalent to the finiteness of the

statistics parameter

Xp-1 = <|> (e(p,p)) = R p (e(p,p)) Rp =

where<KA) = R p(A)Rp, Ae A

which for irreducible p (Schur's lemma) is a complex number . The finiteness of Xp or its

inverse modulus, the statistics parameter dp follows from the MGA (Fredenhagen). The square

of dp is the Jones inclusion index for P(A(O)) C A(O) if loc p C 0.

On the basis of the braid and intertwiner graphical pictures one can develop a very

powerful graphical method whose relation to algebraic QFT resembles that of Feyman-graph

theory with respect to Lagrangian [R3] [S3].

15



The basic relation is (pi possibly reducible).

This relation incorporates the above mentioned Artin relations (hexagon) as well as the
elementary (all pi irr.). Fusion relation (pentagon)

and

By using a suitable basis in the space of intertwiners :
P P - P

(completeness!

one can convert all e, Te and Rp operators into corresponding numerical matrices on path's of

fusion graphs. Note that all graphs have a precise and concrete operator meaning. There is no

use of Venezdano duality graphs which have no place in QFT. Examples are :

lei

Also the tracial Markov states on B» which one obtains by iterating the left inverse on

M = Un pn (.OT n Si

restricted to the naturally embedded BM turns out to have very nice graphical properties.

16



This suggests that an exchange algebra similar (but more general) to the reduced Green
fields can be introduced. Indeed, suitably defined .3-bi-modules (e,A) with AeA can be
shown to form a C" algebra with space-like exchange relations, completely analogous to our
special Ve example in the first section. If one chooses a sequence p n in e i.e.

P<»,y
with loc Pn —> point, one finds (after appropriate re-scaling adjustments) point-like exchange-

algebra fields. The structure constants of the exchange algebra fields are the numerical R and D

matrices.

The most important ingredient in model building is the tracial Markov state on B00. For

two-channel selection rules, [p]2 = [pi] + [p2] with p, pi irr. one finds the classification of

such Markov states by rather elementary means, though parts of the calculation are somewhat

tedious [We] [FRS]. As in the similar case of S00 Markov states, the higher correlation

functions on B00 are uniquely determined (by normalizing one of the eigenvalues equal to 1) in

terms of the statistics parameter (the tracial B00 one-point function"). By "cabling" and "fusion"

one obtains a wealth of higher channel sattelite Markov traces in which the various eigenvalues

of e obey very special relations. 3-channel problems which are not resulting from composition

of two-channel situation only have been constructed [Lo],[Rl] under the self-conjugacy

restriction i.e.

For more general problems one would not expect the statistics parameter "one point

function" (|>(e(p,p)) to be sufficient data. It is not too difficult to find fusion graphs on whose

path-spaces the R-matrices (obtained from the Markov state) live on. They can be typically

visualized by cut off simplices similar to our previous SU(N) discussion and for the extended

observable algebras as subsimplices obtained by identifications of vertices.

There is a very interesting "self duality" information in the set of all monodromy
operators which was recently pointed out by Rehren [Rl]. Li analogy to finite group characters
he defines a matrix Y from the monodromy data of a frame V of irreducible endomorphism (i.e.
one representing pi per sector)

17



Yy:-didj4>j(e*(pj.pi)e(pi.pj)*)

He calls this matrix the "statistics character" and shows that it is solely determined in

terms of fusion data and the Markov trace. It turns out to be symmetric and to have the

following conjugation properties

If one now removes all permutation group statistics by enlarging the original observable

algebra via the Doplicher-Roberts construction to a Z 2-graded field algebra, then all the

remaining sectors of the large algebra are BM statistics sectors and (assuming a finite number of

sectors) Y will be a nondegenerates matrix (similar to Sunder's "character of the hypergroup").

A comparison with character-tables of finite group reveals that Y is an object in which the "size

of conjugation classes" seems to agree with the "size of multiplicities in irreducible

representations" but in contrast to group characters it is a symmetric matrix whereas

(appropiately normalized) finite group characters do not share this property. So the new

symmetry-object, whatever it is, is more symmetric than finite groups! In addition it follows

that

S : = IaH Y, T : = ( -3 ) W Diag.(coi)
loi

with a : = X dv
2 o r 1 and (Oi = Xi. di (statistics phases) leads to the "modular relations" :

SS+ = TT+ = 1N

TSTST = S

S2 = C, TC = CT = T, C = SjJ conjugation matrix.

This is really very interesting because these relations were found before by Verlinde in

connection with minimal model partition functions of conformai field theories for genus = 1

(and were thought afterwards to be the hall-mark of conformai QFT) but in Rehren's derivation

the properties have neither to do with Riemann surfaces nor with conformai field theories nor

with partition functions! Using the colorful language of Wheeler it is "Verlinde without

Verlinde". If this is the hall-mark of anything, that would be a new and very "symmetric
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symmetry concept" behind the field theoretic B0. representations. The q-defonnation theory of
Lie-algebra called "quantum groups" can be ruled out and we will have some speculative
comments later.

It is not my aim here to unfold the panorama of the beautiful (and for the most part

graphically derivable) formulae and theorems (Spin and Statistics, TCP, new LSZ scattering

theory, e tc . ) . My main purpose is to comment on the strategy for model-building.

Concerning conformai QFT, or d=l light cone theories the situation is the following. Algebraic

QFT reproduces all explicit result obtained previously, but it does so in an interesting way.

Instead of studying highest weight representations of Virasoro and Kac-Moody algebras with

their non local generators it classifies the local net (generated by T(x) or ja(x)) by its statistics

and determines the numerical value c of the strength of the two point function of say T(x) as a

function of the statistics parameter. As a result of the absence of interactions, the correlation

functions of the exchange algebra fields which generate the lowest (weight) state in the sector

next to the vacuum are uniquely determined by the monodromy behaviour and short distance

properties. In other words for the "lowest" exchange field the solution of the Riemann problem

(given monodromy and short-distance properties) turns out to be unique and the higher ones are

obtained by short-distance fusions. The statistics quantization leads to a vast generalization of

the Fridan, Qin, Shenker [FQS] quantization (to c £ 1) which becomes via nets part of the

algebraic inclusion theory of Jones.

It is clear that the understanding of the "Russian Coulombgas" formula which although

using "pseudo"-QFT concepts (the failure of Dotsenko and Fatteev to utilize the physical

massive Coulombgas and find field theoretic sound arguments in my view is more interesting

than the many BRST and other attempts for justifying "screening charges" etc..) is

undoubtedly correct, is at the root of the understanding of the new symmetry. What makes the

situation so enigmatic is the fact that according to algebraic QFT this understanding has nothing

to do with conformai invariance and the Virasoro algebra. Apart from this deep open problem,

the classification of conformai light-cone theories within the algebraic setting has been

accomplished in the sense that it has been dissociated from conformai invariance. Any possible

set of Boo superselection sectors in general QFT (with S - statistics "dumped" into the

observable algebra) has a unique accompanying conformai light-cone theory and the problem

of classifying all possibilities of "gluing" light cone theories to local fields (more generally to

anyon fields i.e. fields with abelian B09 statistics) is in a one-to-one correspondence with

finding all automorphisms among the endomorphisms [R2] of the light cone theory. These

automorphisms are related to Connes periodic automorphisms [Lo] and they generalize the
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special findings of Cardy and Capelli Itzykson and Zuber concerning the ADE classification of
minimal models.

Outside conformai QFT2, the most promising model building is that of free "anyons"

and "plektons". In d=l+l dimensions this is part of the more ambitious Karowski-Weisz-

Smirnov [KWS] form-factor program which starts [Sm] from the classification of factorizable

S-matrices. Underlying all these constructions is the validity fo the following "folklore

theorem" (only for S=I in case of massless permutation statistics particles Buchholz and

Fredenhagen succeeded to give a rigourous proof).

"Theorem" (QFT <-» S matrix)

A given, field-theoretic admissable S-matrix determines uniquely one equivalence-class

(Borchers-class) of covariant fields.

This contains of course also the inverse to Borchers theorem. The KWS form factor-

program aims at the determination of a "minimal representative" local field via its generalized

momentum space form factors. For the systematics of this approach an algebra previously

introduced by Faddeev and Zamolodchikov is important We refer to the literature [Sm], but in

order to avoid conceptional confusion we add the remark that this algebra is (unlike the

exchange algebra in x-space or that for the asymptotic momentum space field) not a physical

algebra in state-space. It is rather a useful algebraic trick, a meaotechnical devise to keep track

of the generalized crossing properties of form factors. Karowski and Weisz, who started the

program in the late 70s got stuck at a conceptual point concerning higher than two-particle form

factors. Smirnov studied this problem for a long time in great detail and finally came up with a

beautiful general solution using techniques of mula'variable Riemann-Hilbert-problems. There

is an interesting mistake in the Smirnov paper (which has nothing to do with the main content

and therefore in no ways reduces the value of the paper). This mistake which also appears in

some early papers on B09 statistics in QFT (though not in the work of Rehren, Fredenhagen and

mine) is the belief that (apart from abelian B« statistics of dyons=order x disorder) the new B00

kinematics can be formulated in terms of finite component tensor fields as :

I Rnm Vm(y) Vn(x)
n.m 1J

>X
The validity of such an algebra for plektonic (non abelian) B00 fields is pratically identical to

the validity of a finite tensor quantum groups since candidates for such tensors can be obtained

by attaching SOS-vertex transformations on the path-space (RSOS) R matrices of the exchange
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algebra. But the same procedure applied to the fields leads to contradiction. Already for the
simplest of all plektonic models, the light-cone Ising field this contradiction shows up [Mack,
Schomerus [MS]].

Algebraic QFT points in the direction of a balance between the symmetry-multiplicities

and the Haar measure of the fusion graph (which has to do with long random walks on the

fusion graph with step-probabilities given in terms of the fusion matrix). In the case of a

compact Lie group these numbers are identical. We removed the symmetry multiplicities only to

meet these integers again in the form of statistical dimensions 'or the weights of the Haar

measure). Such a reconciliation between symmetry multiplicities and statistical dimensions in

the noninteger case speak strongly in favour of true-and against "q-dimensions" [Sl]. This

balance can only be achieved within the "continuous geometry" of Murray and von Neumann

which is built on tracial algebras. A well known example is the temperature T = °° state on the

Heisenberg chain which, since it can be built up by an inductive limit from finite chains

represents the (unique) hyperfinite Hi von Neumann factor R. The inductive limit of our

endomorphism-"tunncls" also yields this factor R [FRS].

There are some arguments which point into the direction of a new representation theory

of infinite discrete groups which are free on two cyclic generators. A typical example for such a

group are the Hecke groups :

These groups have the curious property of yielding a type (not hyperfinite) II i von

Neumann factor for the (von Neumann closure of the group) algebra. In some sense this means

that they behave differently from "ordinary" (compact or non-compact) groups in the sense that

there is no natural block-decompostitipn of the group algebra. A "quantization" in terms of

roots of unity shows up if one embeds these groups into PL(2,R) [GHJ]. One would expect

that this quantization could also show up if one asks about a "natural" representation theory of

that III group algebra. Note that there is a formal similarity of Hecke-like groups with the

Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras at the unit roots where it develops a very large center and one could
Q

contemplate to put X = I instead of taking the nilpotent zero value [which was Reshetiktin's

proposal]. We will come back to this matter in a separate publication.
Let us return to the KWS form factor-program. Following Swiecas's proposal for S-

matrices with braid group statistics one splits off the asymptotic constant values coming from
the Boo statistics, which in his case was just a phase factor [Sl]. We write (6 = rapidity) :
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S(9)

r R(e(p.,p2)) e > 0
with Skin(9) = { „ rt

vR(e*(P2.Pl)) 9 < O

Skin (I068 n o t contribute to the cross-section. There are models like the Federbush model in
which S=S1"" i.e. Sdyn = 1. We take this as a definition of the meaning of "free" anyons
(abeîian case) or plektons (non-abelian). The inner products of in-states involve the Markov
traces of the R matrices which live on the fusion graph. For free anyons a solution of the KWS
program can easily be written down by invoking the order-disorder formalism for a free
(auxiliary) Dirac field. The anyon operator has the form :

A(x) » : lin.eWl- :

where the linear and bilinear terms in the auxiliary fermion have explicitely known rapidity

space-kernels which only depend on the Zn braid statistics. Here we are not interested in the

details, rather we want to emphasize that the free x-space exchange fields are not just the

Fourier transforms of momentum space exchange fields as in the standard case of S00 statistics

tree fields. The braid group always brings about off-shell fluctuations although, as in the case

of integrable models, there is no on shell violation of particle number conservation. It is true

that Leinaas and Myrheim introduced configuration space braid statistics into Schrôdiger

d=2+l wave function but this idea is not directly applicable to QFT or condensed matter

physics which works with quasi-particles and a finite matter density vacuum. Nobody is

claiming that the electrons and ions which make up the many body states are anything but

fermions (or bosons). Of course one may reshuffle the momentum space Markov traces

appearing in the in-states into wave functions (sections in fibre-bundles) and convert them into

a multicomponent-multivalued momentum space wave functions. Those wave functions seem

to be formally relatable to the euclidean correlation functions of conformai QFT [FGM].

Presently it is however not known whether B» statistics in d=2+l dimension requires only

virtual fluctuations or whether real particle creation is necessary. I believe that the situation in

that respect will turn out similar to the d=l+l case since one can see that the Coleman Mandula

integrability No-Go theorem is not applicable in the case of B» statistics.

In the literature the KWS program (which is strongly supported by algebraic QFT) has

been ignored in favour of Chern-Simons Lagrangian Physics. This is a very dangerous

procedure unless one really reconstructs a Hilbert-space and investigates carefully the properties
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of the reconstructed quantum operators*. Indeed the conclusion that braid group statistics
violates discrete symmetries like P and T is outright wrong as a physical statement [it is not an
interesting mistake as the previously mentioned one of finite dimensional tensorial R-matrices]
The picture which algebraic QFT gives is that B« statistics in itself does not lead to a parity
violation as long as any anyon resp. plekton appears "doubled" (in the non-self conjugate case)
in addition with its antiparticle (whose existence is guaranteed on general grounds). The
problem of parity violation is (as in 4-d physics) a property of the interactions in our two-
dimensional discussion of Sdvn. Although I do not know any logical argument against parity
violation either for B00 or S00 statistics, to obtain parity violation from phenomenological
approximation of basic parity conserving interactions appears somewhat strange. Not only is
the observation that a Chern Simons density transforms in a pseudoscalar fashion not a physical
argument in favour of physical parity violation, but it is not even clear at all whether the
separation of L into a Chern-Simons part and the rest has any intrinsic physical meaning. One
cannot do quantum physics by analogy to the SM statistics functional approach, one rather has
to demonstrate this claim by an explicit quantum theoretical reconstruction! Statements on parity
violation can be found at many places in the recent literature. In my view the correct "cut"
between kinematics and dynamics is at S ^ = 1 and not at & = & chem-simons-

Algebraic QFT also sheds an interesting light at the work of Pasquier (and also on
previous work of Baxter et al.). Pasquier uses R-matrices (Ocneanus W-cell-calculus [O]) to
construct vertex models without paying much attention to the von Neumann algebraic
(inclusions, endomorphism) origin of these structures. In this way (this is my interpretation) he
obtains the "best" lattice representation of a universality class in the sense that all the structures
which one expects generically for low-dimensional QFT in the scaling (not scale-invariant) limit
are already implemented before taking the limit. So in some sense integrable statistical
mechanics model should be thought of as being those rather unique realizations of concrete
superselection sectors and Bee statistics which have the "least amount" of "interaction". In
mathematical terms their thermodynamic limit (infinite) algebras lead to Jones inclusions whose
attached inductive tunnels reproduce the thermodynamic limit results. Unfortunately this "finite
depth inclusion" argument is not directly applicable to the integrability of continuous QFT
inclusions.

Another interesting remark is that everything points towards d = 2 + 1 Be» statistics
beeing the intrinsic observable side of 3 - d gauge theories. To make this relation is not an easy

* I admit my total lack of understanding as to why the removal of "localization" (in favour of "topology") from
QFT was hailed as a progress in the physics of the 80s.
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matter since there is no intrinsic characterization of what we mean by gauge theory of the
second kind (the reference to the classical fibre-bundle approach does not help for the quantum
physics). However a long time ago Haag [HS], in connection with his duality concept, has
found a "net property" which implements the idea of "charge transporters with a string" and of
Gauss law. In addition to the duality

')- MQ)' O arbitrary compact

he requires

v O2) =
and

A O2)

In theories with S80 statistics fields \|/ (then carrying representation of compact Lie-
groups) the first property (for space-like seperated Oi) is clearly violated as a result of the
existence of charge transporters \y*(f l) V(i*2) with loc. fi c Oi which commute with all
%.((O\ u O2)') thus violating the theory duality for O = Oi u Q2. In gauge theories of the
second kind this argument does not hold since formally gauge invariance requires the presence
of a "line integral" linking the source and range regions of the field-algebra charge-transporter.
Similarly taking the inclusion situation Oi c Q2 one finds a contradiction of the last property
with the duality if one constructs a charge measuring operator which is localized in the bigger
region and measures the charge contained in the smaller one. The contradiction is only lifted if
one assumes the validity of the Gauss law for those charges. By removing all S0P statistics
through the DR enlargement of the observable algebra one is dealing with pure B n statistics
which is carried by BF string fields. To those fields the two arguments do not apply so that one
can formally implement the properties of Haag in d = 2 + 1 QFT! The consideration does not
apply to d = 3 + 1 QFTs. In that case one has to problematize first the concept of "magnetic
field" on the same level of conceptual depth as that of "charges" (see last section). How to do
this in the intrinsic net formulation is presently totally obscure.

It is interesting to note that Haag came to these properties in connection with his duality
ideas because he wanted to find a net property which eliminates SM statistics free fields (the
only kind of "free fields" known at that time). Our anyon and plekton fields in d = 2 + 1 always
have a kinematical interaction (as a consequence of their statistics) and we nourished the hope
that this minimal "Bw interaction" may not lead to actual pair creation (but only virtual
fluctuations) [Sl].
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3. An attempt at applications : the enigma of understanding "Non-Fermi-
Liquid-States".

The normal "household" state of condensed matter physics is the U(I) symmetric
(imprint of the phase symmetry of the Schrodinger wave function) "Fermi-Liquid-State". It is
the ground state of an "e-perturbed" (i.e. in the perturbative phase) free fermionic system with

finite density. We restrict our attention to the T=O situation because the general principles of
QFT (which also apply to condensed matter physics) assure the existence (and even give
constructive procedures) of temperature states if one grants the existence of a lowest energy
ground mate. By a well understood phase transition, in which the U(I) symmetry is
spontaneously broken and a Cooper-pair condensate is formed, the BCS superconductivity
emerges. One important and quite universal relation which this theory produces is the one
between the transition temperature Tc and the energy gap (analog to the mass gap of
relativistics QFT) Ao at zero temperature

Tc = const.A

The derivation of this formula from the (improved) Hartree-Fock equation reveals that

the constant is completely universal. It does not even depend on space-time and if it would not

be for the symmetry-protecting infrared-clouds in d=l+l dimension, the BCS relation would

even hold in this case (the gap plays a dual role, on the one hand it is an order parameter

characterizing the size of the condensate and on other hand the gap in the excitation spectrum).

Upon removal of the infrared clouds only the second role is maintained in d=l+l dimensions.

As we have learned from the superselection discussion, there is a fantastic richness

("tempered" by statistics quantization) of charge structure on observable algebras, even on

observable algebras which are written in terms of (e.g. bilinear expressions in) fermionic fields

(viz. the richness of the Olive-Goddard-constructions of energy-momentum algebras in

conformai QFT2).

Coming from an underlying Schrodinger theory, there are of course some restrictions

on superselection sectors. For example nobody with any sort of physical intuition would claim

that in such a system para-statistics of order d S 2, or what is identical, non-commutative

internal symmetry Lie-groups can emerge by phase transitions. However the true B00 group
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representations (i.e. modulo S00 statistics) have the fantastic selfduality property which we
discussed in the previous section. This is a property which among groups is only shared by
abelian groups as the U(I) (or rather Zn upon charge quantization) of Schrôdinger theory. Note
that this property is not just one of "anyons" but it is shared by the much more interesting (as a
result of their a-priori quantization) non-abelian "plcktons". In fact I claim that the very subtle
first-order-like phase transitions of the d=2 real Coulombgas (Sine-Gordon) at quantized values
of the Coleman coupling constants between An and 8rc are such plektonic phase transition (the

system changes from its normal U(I) symmetry to the new sclfdual symmetry accompanied by

a change of statistics), the zero mass limit of this plektonic "quantized" phase being the

"Russian" Coulombgas (but now with a more "quantum-physical" understanding of its

enigmatic nature). The wealth and richness of new states one can put on the observables C*

algebra weakly associated with the "Fermi Liquid system" is unimaginably large and "spinon-

particle sectors" with sattelite "holon" ground states [Laughlin[La]] are ideas which are a-priori

not contradicted by anything except prejudices which chain people to the "Spin-Liquid" i.e.

that previoulsy so successfull and with perturbative intuition accessible phase. There is a useful

lesson to be learned from the mode of thinking in algebraic QFT : do not try to prove new ideas

on modified old systems, but rather proof general structural theorems, then use them to classify

and finally build simplified (interaction-free as much as the desired structures allow!) models in

the spirit of the KWS program (not in the spirit of Chern-Simons physics where you have

difficulties to inject the localization and quantization ideas). There is a very surprising

parallellisrn between the intuitive ideas of condensed matter physicists e.g. [La] and the sort of

intuition underlying the proof of the Buchholz-Fredenhagen [BF] theorem. If one postulates

e.g. the existence of a "spinon" particle state, then the theorem demonstrates the existence of

two "sattelite" state : the "vacuum" sector and the "conjugate" sector. A series handicap for

making good efficient calculations is the still missing symmetry concept. Here one can try to get

around that ignorance by analogy. Imagine that, just as a mathematical excercise we would do

"SU(d) BCS superconductivity" instead of the physical U(I) theory. Then we would find a

modified BCS relation

Tc = d2 const. Ao

Although the new symmetry of plektons is completely different from compact groups ( it

shares the selfduality with abelian groups without being an abelian group), we have seen that it

produces Markov-traces and statistical dimensions precisely where the group symmetry had

multiplicitris. Hence if the new superconducting state arises from a condensation of the new

plektonic symmetry, one expects the relation [Sl].
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Tc = d const.Ao
P

where dp is one of the quantized statistical dimensions which also would appear in cross
sections. The smallest value allowed by a nonabelian group is d=2. However plektons permit
dp2 values.

dp2 = 4 c o s 2 - q=3,4,5,...

which are quantized values (Jones index values) above the old U(I) superconductivity and

below d2 = 4 which is the lowest values of the mathematical (nonabelian group) model. It

would be worthwile to compare this formula with the data, which are definitively below 4. This

would be the most conservative explanation of the high Tc : it is basically the BCS idea but

implemented on a "plcktonic phase" instead of the old Fermi-Liquid phase.

There is an incredible richness of formulae which one can produce if one studies

magnetic properties of plektons (the abelian anyons also have rich magnetic properties, they just

lack the dp>l of above and have instead dp * 1). There are for example Kac-like (similar to

Kac-determinant formulas in conformai QFT2 but now coming from entirely different concepts)

Spin-Statistics formulas [FGM] [FRS] [Fr3] [Rl] [S l ] . In principle one could also consider

electromagnetic responses of plcktonic systems (similar to the anomalous moment discussion in

QED). I believe that with the addition of the new symmetry (of which I speculated that the new

multiplicities are related to Murray von Neumann "continuous geometry dimensions") one will

be able to perform good field theoretic calculations which will improve and transcend

Laughlin's configuration space wave-function pictures [La] (his magnetic flux pictures of

abelian braid group statistics should not be read literally but as an analogy). A very important

open problem is to find some clearcut mathematical arguments which will convince people that

many of the possibilities allowed by the physical principles are actually realized by

modifications on their pet models. The interesting message one learns from (algebraic) QFT is

that everything which is not forbidden by the general principles seems to have at least one

realization as a concrete quantum field theoretical system.

I am aware of the fact that my presentation of new ideas was a bit schizophrenic. I
started by exorcising the old symmetry out of a system (the para-statistics discussion) only to
end up lamenting about my lack of understanding of the new symmetry. Cynics might say : I
could have told you that you need the symmetry. How otherwise can you "quantize"
Lagrangians ? I think that such an answer would be too superficial. It seems however that in
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order to understand symmetry breaking (and only for that purpose) one has to introduce a
tensor calculus. There is something missing in the charge sector classification theory which
should tell us that different systems in our grand classification want to belong together in yet
some mysterious way, so that they are permitted to manifest themselves as different phases of a
larger system. The missing idea is clearly related to unification.

Needless to add that with a little better understanding of the New Kinematic and its
characteristics analytic signals, one would be able to classify the type of plektons and their
composition structures in models given by Hamiltonians and Lagrangians (after 1st order phase
transitions) by Monte-Carlo methods. This in my view could be presently a physically much
more rewarding application than QCD Monte Carlo simulations.

4. An attempt to compare with the "majority approach"

There has been a lot of work which starts from physically totally different assumptions.
The common feature of these different approaches is that they begin with euclidean path
integrals and enrich it with geometric topological ideas (geometric quantization etc.) . These
attempts are usually restricted to special systems e.g. conformai QFT2. However the amazing
observation is, that although the ideas sound physically totally different, if it comes down to
concrete formulas (e.g. conformai correlation functions etc..) there is an impressive overlap.
This has tempted some physicist (e.g. Frôhlich and collaborators^0^) to "soothen" the
differences for example by rewriting results from algebraic QFT into the Moore-Seiberg
language and by trying to convince people that "Chern-Simons physics" and "topological QFT"
is only a different mathematical language from algebraic QFT for the same physical reality.
There are however good reasons for believing that this is not quite so. In first place, there is no
room in algebraic QFT to inject classical ideas of geometry and topology as for example those
of Witten, Atiyah, Novikov et al [A]. Everything has to be derived from those good old
principles of relativistic quantum physics on which already LSZ scattering theory and
dispersion theory was based. New are only the subtle concepts by which the new results are
derived. Of fundamental importance for converting the quantum geometric causality principle
into classical geometry (e.g. the DR theorem about the emergence of compact Lie-groups as
internal symmetries of finite energy sectors in d£4 and the yet incomplete results on the new
symmetry for d £3) is the extremely deep (at least for a quantum physicist) Tomita-Takesaki
modular theory which associates to any von Neumann algebra and a cyclic faithful state on it an
intrinsically defined automorphism A ("hamiltonian"), a conjugation J ("TCP") as well as a

notion of temperature. The generalized inclusion theory of Jones (Kosald, Longo) [Lo] relies
heavily on the T-T modular theory and although we have avoided mentioning this theory, it is
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hidden behind the Haag Duality which was essential for the endomorphism-composition-
reduction-calculus [BS]. There is all reasons to expect that there is much more geometry for
whose "extraction" the extended use of the T-T modular theory in algebraic QFT will play an
essential role. Quantum physics wants to produce its own geometry (Connes) and it does not
seem to go very well with a-priori imposed classical geometry unless one guessed the right
structure [which Witten succeeded to do but at the expense of loosing "localization" and hence
the physical content of the word "field"]. A simple illustration of this viewpoint are the B-F
strings. They are not there because some physicist find it boring to play with point-like fields
and instead, prefers to play with string-like objects, but rather they owe their existence to the
implementation of the more basic principles of causality and localization. B-F strings just
express the best a-priori localization which one can expect dealing with the MGA. The
localization of "infraparticle"-electrons of QED cannot be compressed into arbitrary thin B-F
strings, rather the shape of the infrared-photon cloud becomes part of the sector characteristic
[B]. I think we serve physical progress more if, in contrast to Frdhlich, we sharpen instead of
soothen the underlying physical philosophy. After all, the most interesting times in physics
have been those of "paradoxa" and scientific clashes. Everybody looks with nostalgic eyes at
the fruitful situation of the turn of the century where important formulas as the Fitzgerald-
Lorentz-contraction formula were shared by completely different physical concepts. It is
interesting to note that in addition to the joint stock of "nice formulas" (notably in conformai
QFT2) there are also three areas in which there exist deep divisions.

One was the already mentioned P-violation which the proponents of "Chern-Simons-

physics" present as a statement following from their framework and which algebraic QFT is

incapable of reproducing (even though it produces anyons and plektons). If a parity-conserving

"doubled" theory goes against the spirit of the Chem-Simons formulation then this is a problem

of the latter which does not effect either nature neither QFT. The only difference with to the

d = 4 situation with e.g. oppositely polarized photons, is that in d = 3 the two states carry a

different superselection charge which results from the non-trivial compact topology (already

responsible for B00 statistics). The signals of the New Kinematics are so strong that they would

even assess themselves against fuzzy or incorrect physical concepts. Parity violations, if they

occur at all, should have a gross "chemical" origin and be directly understandable (without

referring to Bee statistics) by experimentalizers with an intuitive insight into the new materials.

The second area is that of q-deformed quantum groups. Algebraic QFT produced
arguments against the consistence of these structures with quantum principles and as already
mentioned before recently Mack and Schomerus [MS] disproved the validity of commutation
relations with tensorial R-matrices (with finite multiplicity indices) which removes the rug
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underneath the "would be" field object which are supposed to carry the action of the "quantum
group". On the other hand algebraic QFT points into the direction of the Murray von Neumann
"continuous geometry" in particular towards a new class of discrete groups like the Hecke
group with a "natural set" of representation of their Hi factor group-algebras.

The third and most serious area of discrepancies is conformai QFT2 "on Riemann
surfaces". At the terms of the Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov paper, I took this as an artistic
circumscription of a new kind of state on an algebra (which generalizes the well-known
temperature states). However as time passed it became clear that most physicist were really
literally thinking in such terms, perhaps with the exception of the older string theory papers in
particular of S. Mandelstam who presented his strings in operator language, thinking of the t-

parameters as some sort of generalized Schwinger temperatures (analog to imaginary eigentimes

in propagator representation). Algebraic QFT offers no place for the Riemann surface

interpretation although thanks to the Osterwalder-Schrader theorem for local fields (fermions

and bosons) one has a commutative (up to Grassmann-valued variables) euclidean field theory

which is related to an idealized limit of classical mechanics (stochastic variables with high

Wilson dimension and their Wilson short-distance expansions are mathematically only

meaningfull in the Minkowski-points!). For the conformai block (exchange algebra) "localized"

(not local!) fields this euclidean theory becomes physically meaningless, however the

Minkowski-theory i.e. the quantum physics (H-space, operators) are carefully protected against

the "monodromy confusions" as it was already previously understood for order-disorder-

variables by Kadanoff, Swieca and 't Hooft. The temperature physics with the conformai

hamiltonian gives KMS correlation functions which continue to live on the light cone where

they also fullfill physical positivity*. This situation prevails if one manufactures new states on

the algebra (the "smeared" fields) by a formal averaging procedure with the help of a Fuchsian

subgroup of the Moebius symmetry group (for this one only needs a "lattice" in the vacuum

symmetry group, but no Virasoro-algebra etc...). The deformation theory of the Fuchsian

"averaging group" inside the Môbius group suggest a non-commutative generalization of

temperature ("TeichmOller-temperatures"). Apart from formal (Poincaré-like) series, whose

convergence against "automorphic distribution" with positivity on the light cone can be

controlled (they are Schwartz distributions and not yet hyperfunctions), there is as yet no closed

trace-like formula. But the formal observations definitely suggest that there is an interesting

generalization of the Tomita-Takesaki modular theory into a special direction related to quantum

* Remark : The Hilbert-space formulation appearing in the treatment of euclidean free fields "on a Riemann

surface" by Alvarez-Gaumé, Novikov et al. are in no direct way related to our quantum Hilbert-spaces which

carry the physical positivity.
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fields which permit the above mentioned lattice (subgroup" of the vacuum-symmetry group). If
this turns out to be true, then, in my view, the naive Riemann surface interpretation was a
misreading of quantum physics.

The criticism of neglection of quantum physics does certainly not apply to the approach

of Olive and collaborators in conformai QFT2. In fact algebraic QFT aims at making the relation

between the auxilary fermions, which carry permutation group statistics, and the charge

carrying localized fields, with their B» statistics, more efficient. In the spirit of Ocneanu [O]

there are no classical homogeneous spaces in quantum physics but rather group quotients with

an additional para-group structure behind which the new symmetry is hidden in a yet non-

understood way.

Neither do we criticize the use of q-deformation theory in the work of Faddeev and his

school where these techniques have been used for the simplification of the Bethe-Ansatz

equations of vertex models. In more recent times there have been several papers in which

Quantum-Groups are claimed to be the new symmetry in low-dimensional QFT. However this

issue is not presented as a matter of critical discourse but rather of foregone conclusion for

which only favourable arguments have to be found. Appearently the "spell" of the word

"quantum" is so strong that even Mack and Schomerus [MS] who proved a "no go theorem ",

still think that there could be another saving idea for Quantum-Groups.

With such interesting paradoxical situations one would expect a lot of interest in the

resolution of this enigmatic state of affairs. But this has not yet happened. Although most of the

results on algebraic QFT have been available for almost two years there was no reaction of

physicist adhering to the geometric approach. This becomes understandable if one takes notice

that the "burgoiisation" (which already effected other scientific areas) finally, during the 80s.

also caught up with theoretical physics. By this I mean that the entertainment value of sciences

became more important than the scientific truth. Everybody who does not want to close his eyes

can plainly see this, not only by looking at the published work, but also at the titles and topics

of conferences and summer schools. The rapid communication through bitnets etc... has

certainly accelerated this process. In European countries with a strong tradition in QFT as

Austria, Germany, the Soviet Union and Switzerland there is some built-in protection against

the worst excesses of current fashions. Recently while on a sabbatical leave, I have seen at least

three doctoral thesis with the title "conformai quantum field theories on Riemann surfaces"
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without any relation to quantum physics*, whatsoever. When one asks why this happens then
the answer is usually that if young physicists want to get a position in non-phenomenological
theory, their chances are greatly increased by choosing such a topic. At a time where ̂ aI subtle
knowledge of quantum field theory would be necessary in order to solve the deep problem of
the day as the fractional Quantum Hall effect and high-Tc superconductivity, this knowledge (in
the younger generation) has been virtually eradicated by string theory. Statements as those
about successful joint ventures between geometry and theoretical physics are only true in one
direction (towards mathematics) or if one replaces the word theoretical physics by "theoretical
physicist". The contribution of these ideas, apart from the theoretical laboratory (but laboratory
for precisely what ?) of conformai QFT2 with the ensuing improvement in understanding of
d=2 criticality and the amazing discovery of the Berry-phase (in an area where nobody expected
something that simple and relevant), the enrichment of theoretical physics during the 80s by
geometrical or topological methods has been smaller than any preassigned e.

These problems of physical relevance of theoretical work is only part of the much bigger

problem of diffusion of knowledge as a result of too many diluted publications. To have a

"perestroika" in Theoretical Physics would be a very sound idea. It is encouraging to hear that

some of the best US universities already started to ask tenure-track applicants to select at most S

papers of their oeuvre with the intention to look at the rest only in an emergency situation.

If, as I would like to hope, the clash in physics principles between the geometrical and

the algebraic approach to QFT is not due to "fuzzy" physical thinking or inappropriate concepts

(for example die P-violation could be just a result of wrong handling of "Chern-Simons

physics"), then the situation at the turn of the century could heat up and produce a physically

stimulating situation perhaps resembling that of the turn of last century.

All of the applications of algebraic QFT mentioned in this article are to low-dimensional

(d£3) QFT. There is a good reason for this since the charge sector analysis for finite energy

sectors only leads to New Kinematics in low dimensions. All the wealth of results and nice

formulas concerning B« statistics have been obtained from a problematization of the notion of

charge (originating from electrodynamics) and statistics (from quantum theory). Imagine what

wealth of insight one would obtain in d=4 if one ever succeeds to problematize the word

* They all refer to an unpublished paper of G. Segal where apparently the last relics of quantum physics and

conformai fields opertors were removed. However papers of this kind sometimes contain fascinating observations

which are still waiting for a quantum-physical interpretation.
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"magnetic field" on the same conceptional level! This is the reason why I believe that there is a

certain logical order in problem-solving. I expect the low-dimensional problems as high-Tc

superconductivity and quantized Hall effect to be solved a long time before the quark

confinement has been understood and would be utterly suprised, if it does happen the other

way around.
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